
From Homework to Clockwork 
How Sir Federic Osborn track homework in 5% of the time

Sir Frederic Osborn is a 
comprehensive school situated in the 
suburbs of Hertfordshire. The intake 
of the school is varied and as a result 
makes for interesting days. We are a 
school that prides itself on our inclusive 

ethos and the hard work and willingness to drive success by 
our staff and students.

How has Show My Homework (SMHW) saved time from 
an SLT and Teaching perspective?

Teachers comment that using SMHW has helped to 
organise their setting and collection of homework, whereas 
SLT have found the system to be invaluable in the tracking 
and quality assurance of homework in the school. This has 
saved large amounts of time for all involved. 

What other value have you gained from SMHW?

SMHW has helped to revolutionise the way in which 
homework is set and collected in school. It has helped to 
raise the profile of homework across the board and has 
allowed all involved to feel part of the homework process. 
Parents comment that the ability to check what their children 
have to do each night has helped to reduce problems at 
home and in school, leading to improved behaviour and 
attendance alongside increased results. 

The support available from the SMHW team is always 
first rate and resolves any issues we have had quickly 

and successfully. The training sessions have helped to 
train and re-train staff along the way to ensure the delivery 
of homework is first class as always. Students are now 
engaged with their homework and are concerned if they 
cannot access it, which only helps to further the level of 
engagement.

How much time has SMHW saved SLT in tracking and 
monitoring homework?

It’s reduced from one full week every half term, to a 30 
minute report every 2 weeks.

This allows us to invest our time more wisely into 
matters that can help benefit the school and aid students’ 
development.
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SLT have found the system to be 
invaluable in the tracking and quality 
assurance of homework

“ “

We’ve saved 95% of time tracking 
homework on a termly basis“ “


